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Introduction. Let K be an algebraic function field of one variable of genus g over
the complex number field C. Let ?βl9 , φ n and ml9 * * , mn be any given distinct
prime divisors of K over C and any given elements of 7Vu{oo} satisfying 2g — 2 +
X"= 1(l —l//Wj)>0, respectively, where N means the set of natural numbers. Set
Λ = {Ϊ| I ^ I ^ Λ , m—oo} and Δ' = {1, 2, ,n} — A. We consider all Galois extensions L
of A" in a fixed algebraic closure K of K such that the divisors T>(L/K)' divide
Σ"= i(mi~ l)Φi a n c * ^ a t Λ e ramification indices e<$. (1 ̂ i^n) of divisors of L over %
divide wί? where T)(L/A:)/ = T)(L/A:)-X i e Jv^φ ί and T>(L/K) = ΣvVyφ is the ramifi-
cation divisor of L over K. It is well known that the Galois group of the composite
field of all these Galois extensions of K is isomorphic to the profinite completion of a
Fuchsian group Γo with signature (ml9 -,mn:g) (cf. Eichler [2] and Weil [9]). We
fix an odd prime number p and denote by Fp the finite field with p elements.

In this paper, we shall study the number of Galois extensions L (resp. L) of
K in K with SL2(Fp) (resp. PSL2(Fp)) as their Galois groups such that
TϊiL/KϊΊΣ^^mi-lWi, ey.\mi (ieAr) and e^^m^ This number is independent of
φ i ? , φ n . So we denote by N(ml9 - -,mn:g) (resp. N(ml9 , mn: g)) the number of
such Galois extensions. Throughout this paper, for technical reasons, we confine
ourselves to the case where m1 =p. This assumption is essential to our arguments. In
Theorem 1, we shall obtain formulas for N(m1, , mn\ g) and N(mί, , mn\ g). In

n-ί

particular, N(k) = N(p, oo, k: 0) (k= 1, , 7 or k is a prime), N(p, oo, , oo :g) and

N(p, oo, , oo: g) {phi) can be determined explicitly as follows:

q\{p2-V

q=p

0 otherwise

for every odd prime q. Furthermore,
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